DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW, 2016

ENROLLMENT
Texas A&M University — 58,809
College of Engineering — 13,948
ME Undergraduate — 970
ME Graduate — 400

STUDENT QUALITY
ME Average SAT Score — 1291
Texas A&M average SAT Score — 1220
College of Engineering average SAT score — 1280
ME average GRE Score — Verbal 155/160,
Quantitative 155/160
College of Engineering average GRE score — Verbal
153/163, Quantitative 166/170

SCHOLARSHIPS
This past year, over $600,000 in undergraduate scholarships and graduate student fellowships were awarded to students.

DEGREES AWARDED (2015–16)
Bachelors — 248
Masters — 78
Ph.D. — 33

RANKINGS
Undergraduate — #8
Graduate — #8

STUDENT BODY
Overall — 17% female

FACULTY
College Station Faculty — 73
Professors — 29
Associate Professors — 16
Assistant Professors — 14
Academic Professional Track Faculty — 15
Qatar Faculty — 12

ENDOWED POSITIONS
Chairs — 6
Professorships — 13
Career Development Professorships — 4
Faculty Fellowships — 11

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY FELLOWS
Faculty — 55%

2016 RESEARCH FUNDING
TOTAL: $20MM
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